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Section I—Introduction 

As the United Nations was created following the end of World War II, the Security Council was created as 

the only committee able to use veto power, employ peacekeepers, and enforce sanctions. This elite committee 

of fifteen, with five permanent and ten rotating members, was created to maintain international peace and 

security. During the Cold War, its power was questioned, but since then it has been active and engaged in 

various world issues, including the situations in Iraq, Syria, and the Central African Republic.  

Section II—Background Information 

On November 21, 2013, after a year of negotiating with the European Union for an Association Pact 

between Ukraine and the EU, the then Ukrainian President abruptly reneged. Viktor Yanukovych suspended 

the process for the ratification of the EU Association Pact in the face of increasing Russian opposition. Within 

days, tens of thousands of citizens took to the streets of the capital, Kiev, in protest over the suspension of the 

pact. The violence has only continued to escalate, and by February 20, 2014, the violence reached a boiling 

point. During the Euromaidan Protest, gunshots rang out on Maidan Square in Kiev, leaving about 100 civilians 

dead, and many more injured. On February 22, President Yanukovych fled Kiev and left the Ukrainian 

government without a leader. Ukraine’s instability provided an opportunity for Russian troops to occupy 

Crimea, an autonomous Oblast (Province) in Southern Ukraine. They supported separatists in the Donbass and 

Donetsk Oblasts in Eastern Ukraine following April. 

By May, Ukraine elected a new President, Petro Poroshenko, and he signed the EU Association Pact hoping 

to stem the conflict. However, it was too late by then, as the Donbass and Donetsk Provinces declared 

independence with Russia’s aid and formed the Union of Novorossiya. By then, Ukraine’s military had been 

fighting in the east and the Novorossiya forces backed by Russia continued to fight back. The international 

community was shocked by the downing of Malaysian Airlines flight MH17 and the death of all 298 people 

onboard. Both sides claim the destruction of that plane in-flight was as a result of the opposition. The 

casualties have been immense, with the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) stating 

that “the civilian death toll of the conflict between pro-government forces and separatists have exceeded 

2,700, with many as 9,000 injured.”  

The contact line between Ukraine and Novorossiya forms a 457 km frontline, with some of the worst 

violence in Eastern Europe comparable to the Yugoslav wars. In an attempt to reestablish peace in the region, 

Russia, Ukraine, France, and Germany formed the Minsk Agreements in 2015. However, the agreements have 

been violated daily since its signing, and little has been done to assuage the conflict. Recently, on November 

26, 2018, the conflict reached unprecedented levels when Russia fired upon and seized 3 Ukrainian Naval 

Ships. The UN and the Security Council met to discuss the crisis, but unable to agree to a set solution, left the 

crisis unresolved. The goal of the Security Council is to see the Ukrainian Civil War resolved with agreements 

that all involved nations can support, knowing that the Permanent 5 members have differing opinions on how 

to end the conflict. 
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Section III—Possible Solutions 

A peace settlement based on the 2015 Minsk Agreements is possible. However, any solutions must also 

address the issues of Crimean Annexation, and the reintegration of Novorossiya (Donetsk and Donbass) back 

into Ukraine, as well as the address of Russian military assets in Eastern Ukraine. No accords or treaties have 

been formulated, but the closest to a comprehensive solution so far involves the unpassed Security Council 

Resolution 2202 (2015), in which it outlines the reintegration of Novorossiya based on local elections. 

However, it makes no mention of the Annexation of Crimea nor Russian military assets based in Eastern 

Ukraine. An understanding of the previous, failed attempts at peace are vital for understanding how the issue 

can be resolved for the future.  

Section IV—Bloc Positions 

Asia-Pacific: The Asia-Pacific Bloc’s position is mainly neutral but there are significant outliers. Though the 

bloc is relatively silent on the issue, China has quasi-aligned with Russia on the conflict, stating 

that it condemns “western interference.” However, similar to most of the bloc, China and its 

colleagues have stated that they remain neutral with reservations. 

African:  The African Bloc has remained silent regarding the issue as most of the African Bloc follows the non-

interference doctrine set up by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) in 1963. The doctrine of 

border non-violability and non-interference has been continued by the successor of the OAU, the 

African Union (AU). However, South Africa, a partner of Russia in BRICS (an economic pairing of 

emerging economies--Brazil, Russian Federation, India, China, and South Africa), has condemned the 

sanctions on Russia and protested the suggestion that Russia be excluded from the G20. Despite 

South Africa’s quasi-alignment with Russia, the African Bloc has and will remain neutral. 

Eastern Europe:  Eastern Europe is relatively split in its bloc position. Ukraine opposes Russian influence in 

the region and continues to fight the Russian backed Novorossiya. Serbia is formally allied 

with Russia, but has increased cooperation with Ukraine in order to maintain comity 

between Eastern Europe. The Baltic States oppose Russia in addition to the Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Hungary, and Croatia, as all mentioned are in NATO. 

Latin America and Caribbean:  Latin America and the Caribbean have been in support of Ukraine for the 

duration of the conflict with notable exceptions of Venezuela and Brazil. 

Venezuela is a formal ally of Russia and has remained firmly on Russia’s side, 

and Brazil has remained silent for the most part due to being a fellow partner 

of Russia in BRICS. Despite the exceptions, most of Latin America and the 

Caribbean take Argentina’s position, which is for both sides to peacefully 

resolve the conflict and for Crimea to be returned to Ukraine. 

Western European and Others: Western Europe and the others have officially supported Ukraine in the 

conflict, and have levied several punitive sanctions on Russia in response 

to the annexation of Ukraine. They have considered Ukraine’s candidacy 

for a NATO and EU membership.  
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Section V—Questions That Should Be Taken Into Consideration 

What steps must be followed in order to ensure that a possible solution is not violated immediately 

like the Minsk Agreements? 

How will the Permanent 5 work together, knowing that the Permanent 5 have differing opinions and 

methodology regarding the conflict? 

How will Crimea and Novorossiya be returned to Ukraine without Russian objection and a potential 

conflict in the Black Sea? 

What level of force must be applied in order to secure Eastern Ukraine for civilians and prevent 

further unrest? 

What steps will be taken to ensure Ukraine’s territorial integrity? 

Section VI—Helpful Sites and Resources 

UN News─Article─UN calls for ‘new political energy’ to end the conflict in Eastern Ukraine 

goo.gl/P5BYsY (shortened URL from news.un.org)  

Security Council Report─Resolution─Resolution 2202 (2015) 

goo.gl/AvbMnq (shortened URL from www.securitycouncilreport.org) 

Security Council Report─Resolution─Resolution 2166 (2014) 

goo.gl/3WiZdi (shortened URL from www.securitycouncilreport.org)  

Security Council Report─Letter─Letter dated 25 November 2018 from the Permanent Representative of 

Ukraine to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General 

goo.gl/srJreR (shortened URL from www.securitycouncilreport.org) 

NPR─Article─Russia’s Seizure of Ukrainian Ships Is An ‘Outrageous Violation,’ Haley Says At U.N. 

goo.gl/2ephZt (shortened URL from www.npr.org) 

BBC─Article─Tensions Escalate After Russia seizes Ukrainian Naval Ships 

goo.gl/xFUKww (shortened URL from www.bbc.com) 

CNN─Article/Timeline─Ukraine’s War: Everything You Need to Know About How We Got Here 

goo.gl/iNquvZ (shortened URL from www.cnn.com) 

CNN─Article─Diplomatic Talks in Ukraine Last Until Dawn, a Day After 100 May Have Died 

goo.gl/W1Z5wG (shortened URL from www.cnn.com) 
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Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs─Statement─Statement By the Delegation of Ukraine on Russia’s 

Ongoing Aggression Against Ukraine and Illegal Occupation of Crimea 

goo.gl/ocHuiG  (shortened URL from www.mfa.gov.ua) 

Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs─Statement─Remarks by Alexander Lukashevich, Permanent 

Representative of the Russian Federation to the OSCE, at the OSCE Permanent Council Meeting on 

Developments in Ukraine and the Need to Fulfill the Minsk Agreements  

goo.gl/NXtSWb (shortened URL from www.mid.ru) 

Potential Search Terms—War in Donbass, Ukrainian Civil War, Crimean annexation, Ukrainian separatists, 
Russia and Ukraine conflict, Crimean Conflict, Novorossiya, Viktor Yanukovych, 
Petro Poroshenko, Minsk Agreements, Kerch Strait incident, MH17, Euromaidan, 
Ukraine-EU Association Agreement 
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